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Show Summary

Summary:

In this episode of the HR Mixtape podcast hosted by Shari Simpson, the guest

Elatia Abate discusses revolutionizing leadership in the face of rapid change

and the impact of technology on HR practices. Alaysia emphasizes the

importance of embracing change, developing regenerative resilience, and

fostering human connections in the workplace.

Key Takeaways:

1. Embrace Change: Elatia highlights the need for HR leaders to shift away

from traditional assembly line logic and learn to pilot emergence in the face of

rapid change.

2. Develop Regenerative Resilience: Elatia introduces the concept of

regenerative resilience, focusing on clarity, fearlessness, and connection to

navigate uncertainty and disruption effectively.

3. Address Technology Bias: The episode delves into the importance of

addressing technology bias, particularly in AI integration, and the significance

of diverse programming to ensure fair outcomes.

By listening to this episode, HR professionals will gain insights into preparing

for the future of work, staying current with evolving skills, and leveraging

technology while maintaining human-centric practices.



Hashtags

#FutureOfWork #HRLeadership #AIinHR #DiversityandInclusion

#TechnologyBias #DeepFakeTechnology #EmployeeProductivity

#ResilienceInChange #LeadershipSkills #InnovativeStrategies

LinkedIn Post

Exciting New Episode Alert! 01F
399

Hey LinkedIn fam! 01F31F I am thrilled to announce the latest episode of the HR

Mixtape podcast is now live, featuring the incredible Elatia Abate. 01F
3A7

In this episode, Alaysia shares her expertise on revolutionizing leadership in

the face of rapid change and disruption. Here are three key takeaways from

our conversation:

Assembly Line Logic vs. AI Landscape: Elatia emphasizes that

traditional processes and procedures may not apply in today's AI-driven

landscape. Leaders need to shift from being driven by expertise to piloting

emergence and thriving in rapid change.

Regenerative Resilience: Elatia introduces the concept of regenerative

resilience, which combines clarity, fearlessness, and connection to

empower success in the face of uncertainty and disruption. HR leaders can

leverage these principles to navigate change effectively.

Human Touch in Technology: As technology advances, it's crucial to

maintain a human touch in recruitment processes. Elatia suggests

incorporating human gates to ensure authenticity and prevent issues like

deep fake technology impacting hiring decisions.

If you're interested in learning more about preparing for the future of work

and staying current with evolving skills, this episode is a must-listen! 01F
680
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Listen to the full episode on the HR Mixtape podcast to dive deeper into these

insights and gain valuable strategies for navigating the changing landscape of

work.

Thank you to Elatia Abate for sharing your wisdom and expertise with us! 01F
64C

#HRMixtape #FutureOfWork #Leadership #PodcastEpisode #HRLeadership

#AIinHR #RegenerativeResilience

Twitter Thread
01F
399 Excited to share a new episode of the HR Mixtape podcast with Elatia

Abate, an expert in helping individuals and companies thrive amidst

disruption. Tune in for insights on revolutionizing leadership and preparing for

the future! #HR #FutureOfWork

Join me as I chat with Elatia about fundamental changes HR leaders need to

implement for effectiveness in the future. From regenerative resilience to

embracing rapid change, we dive into strategies for success in an ever-

evolving landscape. #Leadership #HRMixtape

01F
916 How can HR professionals prepare for the rise of AI, gig work, and remote/

hybrid environments? Elatia shares tips on addressing change differently and

developing the skills needed for the future of work. #AI #FutureSkills

Diversity, technology bias, and deep fake technology - we cover it all in this

episode! Learn how to navigate these challenges and ensure a fair and

inclusive hiring process in the age of AI. #Diversity #TechBias

01F
52E Looking ahead, how can we stay current and learn the latest skills for the

evolving workplace? Elatia suggests staying connected on LinkedIn, following

AI trends, and attending conferences like Impact AI Live.

#ProfessionalDevelopment #AI



Don't miss this insightful conversation on the HR Mixtape podcast! Listen now

for valuable insights on navigating change, embracing innovation, and

preparing for the future of work. #Podcast #HR #Innovation

Twitter Post

Excited to share insights on revolutionizing leadership and preparing for the

future with expert Elatia Abate on the latest episode of the HR Mixtape

podcast! 01F399 #HR #Leadership #FutureOfWork

Dive into the future of work with Elatia Abate as we discuss the

fundamental changes HR leaders need to implement for success in a

rapidly changing landscape. Listen now on the HR Mixtape podcast! 01F
680

#FutureReady #HRLeaders

Discover how to navigate uncertainty and disruption with regenerative

resilience in the workplace on the HR Mixtape podcast. Elatia Abate shares

valuable strategies and insights for thriving in the face of change. 01F
31F

#Resilience #Innovation

Stay ahead of the curve in HR and leadership by learning about the impact

of AI, diversity, and technology bias in the workplace. Tune in to the HR

Mixtape podcast for a thought-provoking discussion with Elatia Abate! 01F
916

#AI #Diversity #TechBias

Want to stay current on the latest trends in HR and the future of work? Join

us on the HR Mixtape podcast as we explore the skills, strategies, and

mindset needed to succeed in a rapidly evolving work environment. 01F
310

#FutureSkills #HRMixtape
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Facebook Post

New Podcast Episode Alert! 01F
399

Hey everyone! I am thrilled to announce the latest episode of the HR Mixtape

podcast is now live! In this episode, I had the pleasure of chatting with Elatia

Abate, an expert in helping individuals and companies thrive amidst disruption

and prepare for the future. We delved into some fascinating insights and

strategies that are essential for HR leaders as we navigate the ever-evolving

landscape of work. Here are three key takeaways from our conversation:

Assembly Line Logic vs. AI Landscape: Elatia highlighted the shift from

traditional assembly line logic to the AI landscape. She emphasized that

what worked in the past may not necessarily apply in the future. HR

leaders need to embrace new leadership tools and strategies to navigate

rapid change and pilot emergence effectively.

Regenerative Resilience: We discussed the concept of regenerative

resilience, which combines clarity, fearlessness, and connection. By

focusing on clarity of purpose, fearlessness in the face of disruption, and

fostering strong connections, HR leaders can empower their teams to

thrive in times of uncertainty.

Human Touch in Technology Integration: Elatia shed light on the

importance of maintaining a human touch in technology integration,

especially in areas like AI and biometric data tracking. By ensuring human

intervention in recruitment processes and utilizing technology creatively,

organizations can leverage technology while preserving the human

element.

If you're interested in learning more about these insights and how to future-

proof your HR strategies, I highly recommend tuning in to the full episode. You

can listen to the podcast on your favorite streaming platform or visit our

website to access the episode.
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Thank you to Elatia Abate for sharing her expertise and valuable insights on

revolutionizing leadership in the ever-changing world of work. Stay tuned for

more thought-provoking episodes coming your way!

#HRMixtape #FutureOfWork #Leadership #PodcastEpisode #HRInsights 01F
31F

Instagram Caption

Join me on the HR Mixtape podcast as I chat with futurist ElatiaAbate about

revolutionizing leadership in the face of rapid change. 01F
399 #HRMixtape

#FutureofWork

Are you ready to embrace the future of work? Tune in to the latest episode

of the HR Mixtape podcast with Elatia Abate as we discuss essential skills

for navigating disruption and fostering resilience. 01F
680 #FutureReady

#HRLeadership

Dive into the world of AI, diversity, and leadership with Elatia Abate on the

HR Mixtape podcast. Discover how to stay ahead in a rapidly evolving

workplace landscape. 01F31F #AIInnovation #LeadershipDevelopment

From deep fake technology to biometric data tracking, explore the future

of HR with Elatia Abate on the HR Mixtape podcast. Get ready to challenge

assumptions and embrace change! 01F4A1 #HRInsights #FutureTrends

Looking to stay current in the ever-changing world of work? Listen to the

HR Mixtape podcast episode featuring Elatia Abate for expert insights on

preparing for the future of HR and leadership. 01F
310 #StayAhead

#PodcastRecommendation

TikTok Caption
01F
3A7 Want to learn how to thrive in the face of uncertainty and disruption?

Check out this podcast episode with futurist Elatia Abate! #HRMixtape

#FutureOfWork
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01F
31F Dive into the future of leadership with expert Elatia Abate as she shares

strategies to navigate rapid change and foster growth in the workplace.

#Leadership #Innovation

01F
4A1 Are you ready to embrace AI, gig work, and remote collaboration in the

workplace? Listen to this podcast episode for insights on preparing for the

future of work! #AI #FutureReady

01F
52E Discover how to build resilience, creativity, and connection in the midst

of constant change with Elatia Abate's expert advice on revolutionizing

leadership. #Resilience #ChangeManagement

01F
310 Stay ahead of the curve with tips on staying current, learning new skills,

and preparing for the evolving workplace landscape. Tune in to this podcast

episode for valuable insights! #CareerDevelopment #StayCurrent
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